Our Vision
Healthy families and resilient communities living Hawaiian values

Our Mission
Hoʻoulu a hoʻolako ʻo Partners in Development Foundation i nā ʻohana me nā kaiāulu e loaʻa ka lei o ka lanakila a e lawelawe pono ma o ka moʻomeheu a me ka mauli ola Hawaiʻi.
To inspire and equip families and communities for success and service using timeless Native Hawaiian values and traditions.

E mālama i ka ʻohana, ola ke kaiāulu.
Care for the family, and the community lives.

Our Impact Statement
PIDF seeks to build resilient and healthy communities by serving and supporting Native Hawaiian ʻohana and communities facing significant adversity with the intent to see reduced trauma, improved school readiness, and families in Hawaiʻi equipped for self-sufficiency and long-term success.

Communities Served
- 2001: 2 Locations
- 2022: 46+ Locations
THEORY OF CHANGE

PIDF works to build **trusting community relationships**, to provide **values-based, culturally rich programs** serving keiki-to-kupuna, and to support **systems transformation**, so that

Hawai’i’s families will grow and thrive as agents of change and service to lead healthy, resilient communities across ka pae ‘āina Hawai’i.

---

**2025 STRATEGIC PRIORITIES**

1. **Strengthen families** by enhancing and delivering core Hawaiian Culture-Based Education (HCBE) early childhood programs for young keiki and their ‘ohana.

2. **Build community capacity** by partnering and mentoring organizations with shared principles and support for the populations we seek to serve.

3. **Improve systems** by leading and supporting innovative opportunities and collaborations that strengthen services and policies affecting youth and families.

4. **Improve organizational excellence** through continued investment in staff and strengthened internal synergies.